The cellular neural/nonlinear network (CNN) is a powerful tool for image and video signal processing, as well as robotic and biological visions. The designs for CNN templates are one of the important issues for the practical applications of CNNs. This paper first describes and proves the local rules of the binary Point Extract (PE) CNN introduced by Roska et al., then extends the PE CNN to a gray similar neighborhood pixel remover (SNPR) CNN. The robust design theorem of the SNPR CNN has been established, using a PE CNN and a SNPR processes several images. The results agree with theoretical predictions. In particular, combining the SNPR CNN with median filtering approach is able to remove the salt & pepper noise in images.
INTRODUCTION
The CNN was first introduced by Chua & Yang [1, 2] in 1988. Its original intention was to find out a structure of neural network that is easier to implement than the Hopfield neural networks [3] , which requires to be fully-connected and grows exponentially with the size of the array. Now CNN plays important roles in many fields such as image and video signal processing, robotics and biological visions, and data prediction [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
In an analog cellular neural network, the parameter levers usually have 5% ∼ 10% of perturbation [9] . So, the robustness designs for CNN template parameters are important for the practical applications of CNN. Chua and Dogaru [3, 5] have studied the robust designs of a large kind of CNNuncoupled Boolean CNNs, which provide optimal design schemes for CNNs with prescribed tasks. Since then, some robust designs for uncoupled and coupled CNNs have been studied [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , which have been used in image processing and pattern recognition.
The rest of this paper has been organized as follows, Section 2.1 describes and proves the Local Rules of the Point Extraction (PE) CNN introduced by Roska et al. [21] . Section 2.2 extends the PE CNN to similar neighborhood pixels remover (SNPR) CNN, and proves a robust theorem for the SNPR. Section 3 gives examples of the application of the CNN. Conclusions have been drawn in Section 4.
ROBUSTNESS DESIGN OF CNN

Introduction of CNN
The standard CNN is composed of a two-dimensional M and N array of cells. Each cell is denoted by ( , )
C i j
The dynamics of each cell is given by the equation [3] : 
For the Point Extraction (PE) CNN, the standard template has the following form [3] :
The performances of the PE CNN are described via its Global Task and Local rules:
Global Tasks
Given: A static binary P Input: U (t) = P Now the following hypothesis has been suggested:
Assume that the template of the CNN is defined by (2) . Then the CNN can implement the Local Rules given above.
Proof. In this case, Equation (1) becomes
and denote
From Fig. (1) , it follows that:
From Equation (3), it can be concluded the Local Rule 1 can be satisfied. 
From Equation (3), it can be concluded the Local Rule 2 can be satisfied. 
From Equation (3), it can be concluded the Local Rule 3 can be satisfied.
In summary, when all Local Rules 1-3 can be satisfied, this completes the proof.
The PE CNN can extract the all isolated black pixels, and remove the black pixels with adjacent black pixels. An image processing example of PE CNN is shown in the Fig. (2) .
SNPR CNN and Robustness Design Theorem
Let P be a gray scale image with M ! N , pixels. Assume u and u 1 are two adjacent pixels of the image P . g is a given threshold value of similarity degree between two pixels, 1 u is said to be similar to u , if
u is called dissimilar to u . For the SNPR CNN, it can remove the pixels with at least n similar nearest neighbors. 
We will design SNPR CNN such that it satisfies the following Global Tasks and Local Rules:
Global Tasks
1. Given: A static binary P 2. Input: U (t) = P 3. Initial State:
1. Output: Y (t) = Y (!) = Binary image where the gray pixel with at least n similar adjacent pixels (the differences of gray less than g ) becomes white, or else becomes black. In the Initial State, the sign function will be redefined as follows:
Local Rules
Assume a > 1 , Let the elements of CNN template be described by (4) . Then the CNN can perform the Local Rules, if the following parameter inequalities hold: From Fig. (3) , it follows that:
Let 1 p and g p denote, respectively, the total number of the nearest pixels satisfy | u i+k , j+l ! u i, j |" g and the nearest pixels satisfy | u i+k , j+l ! u i, j |> g .
Case 1.
When p l ! n, x i, j (0) = sign(2n ! 2 p l ! 0.5) = !1 and
Then from Equation (7), it follows that the Local Rule 1 is to hold, if the following inequality hold:
This completes the Local Rule 1. 
Case 2.
When p l ! n " 1 and
Then from Equation (7), it follows that the Local Rule 2 is to hold, if the following inequality hold:
Hence if inequalities (6) hold, then Local Rule 1 and Local Rule 2 both hold. This completes the proof. 
EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATIONS
1 to process a gray image shown in Fig.   (4a) . The processed image is described as follows: the gray level of the image's background is 0.25, the gray level of the independent pixels are 0.75, the other pixels' gray difference with their neighbors' less than 0.1. Observe that the processed result in Fig. (4b) of the image is a binary image such that all the isolated gray pixels whose gray scale difference between it and its nearest neighbors is larger than g, have been changed to black ones.
Generally speaking, each pixel of a gray scale image has some similar nearest pixels. While there is no such commonly held property for the pixels which are salt & pepper noise. So, the SNPR CNN is able to extract the salt & pepper noise in an image. Then, we can use the median filtering approach to filter them off. The process of removing salt & pepper noise is described by the following:
1. Extracting the noise: in order to sufficiently extract the noise from an image P , the threshold g should not be too big, and n should not be too small. We choose g = 0.1 and n = 2 . Use the SNPR CNN to extract the salt & pepper noise. The extracting result is a binary image denoted by P1. Then we use the criterion Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) Mean Square Error (MSE) and Mean absolute Error (MAE) to compare median filtering approach with our method. Assume P is an original image, I is the processed image, the size of P is m ! n . PSNR, MSE and MAE are defined in Equation (8) .
It is well-known that the larger the PSNR value, the better the efficacy of reducing noise; the smaller the MSE and MAE values, the better the efficacy of reducing noise. Tables 1-3 listed the comparison data of the median filtering approach and the SNPR CNN with median filtering approach. 
